
Features
Comprehensive kit containing all the essential fibre optic and telecom installation tools.·
Durable engineers tool bag measuring 35cm x 25cm x 48cm, providing ample space for tools and

accessories.
·

Large, medium, and small duct cutters for different diameters of ducts.·
Thin and thick wall scoring tools, deburring tool, Insul cable sheath knife, and ring slit tools for

efficient cable stripping and slitting.
·

Cable cutters for precise cable length cutting.·
Screwdrivers (large and small), long nose pliers, and a duct shaper for various installation tasks.·
Ultra Grime Multi-Use Wipes for easy cleaning of tools and workspace.·

Hexatronic Duct Preparation Tool
Kit
The ultimate collection of essential tools designed specifically for preparing ducts
with precision and efficiency.
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Invest in the Hexatronic Tool Kit for a reliable and efficient fibre optic and telecom installation

experience. With all the essential tools in one convenient bag, you can save time and energy while

ensuring a professional finish every time.

The kit comes in a durable, engineers tool bag measuring 35cm x 25cm x 48cm in sleek black. The

bag is designed to keep your tools organized and easily accessible, making it the perfect choice for

professionals on the go.

The kit includes large, medium, and small duct cutters for different diameters of ducts. The thin and

thick wall scoring tools and deburring tools help you cut and shape ducts with precision and ease.

The Insul cable sheath knife and ring slit tools AST-200, CST-1900, and CST-4000 help you strip and

slit cables efficiently, and the cable cutters allow you to cut cables to the desired length.

This kit includes:

Neat and organized tool bag for easy access to tools and convenient transport.·
Design

Product Information

Tooling - Engineers Tool Bag - 35cm x 25cm x 48cm - Black·
Large duct cutters·
Medium duct cutter·
Small duct cutters·
Thin wall scoring 5-16mm·
Thick wall scoring 5-16mm·
Deburring tool·
Insul cable sheath knife·
Ring slit tool AST-200·
Ring slit tool CST-1900·
Ring slit tool CST-4000·
Cable cutters·
Screwdriver large·
Screwdriver small·
Long nose pliers·
Duct shaper·
Ultra Grime Multi-Use Wipes·

Hexatronic Duct Preparation Tool Kit
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Articles 1

Article name  

Hexatronic Duct Preparation Tool Kit
FOTT-MULTI-D-WORK-KIT-01

 

Hexatronic Duct Preparation Tool Kit
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